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As we look at this world of death that does not know that the passing age is summoning true people, we, 

who proudly possess the realm of liberation, know that even though the north and south are estranged 

from each other, they will be liberated without fail. We know that, though the east and west are divided 

and their cultural backgrounds clash, all such walls will break down and collapse on the foundation of 

unified blood ties rooted in true life and love. 

 

However great the gap may be between the rich and poor in the south and north, because we know we are 

brothers, we know that it is only proper that the people who have more should share what they have with 

hearts of love. We have come to understand the amazing path that can assimilate, through Your love, 

Father, the good conditions set by this people who have their root in life, in building a world of peace 

through love. We know well that we should thank You sincerely that all this has arisen thanks to our 

connection with True Parents. 

 

In this remarkable age, when we are seeking to create the world of a new culture now coming from You, 

God, and from True Parents, we know it is true that the time has come when all the standards of victory 

are seeing the light of morning. Since the age has come when we can see who is right or wrong, and who 

is evil, we ask and hope that You will lead all the people of the world to overcome and go beyond the 

standard of liberation by treading upon and going over the realm of life and death. And we earnestly hope 

and desire that You will bless all people, enabling them to belong to the heavenly kingdom as citizens 

under Your rule. 

 

Since that time and hour is at hand, we ask again and again that You will guide and encourage us to 

become a group that will not be ashamed for having failed in the responsibility that we must fulfill as 

liberators. We pray all these things in the name of True Parents. Aju!  


